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Reflections on Messianic Advent
and the Ministry of the Holy Spirit

In this webinar, we will return to our exploration of Judeo-Christian
spirituality to explore two themes: (1) the expectation of a second
coming of a Messiah or Anointed One to vindicate the faith and
longsuffering of the faithful, (2) and the ministry of the Holy Spirit in
its different forms.
These two seemingly disparate themes are tied together in this way:
the return of the Master or Savior is the fulfillment of the devotee’s
desire for relationship and communion with the Divine as expressed
through the presence of the Messiah; the response to the devotee’s
invocation of the Divine through the Master is fulfilled through the
ministry of the Holy Spirit.
As you will see in this webinar, the ministry of the Holy Spirit is not
limited to the arena of the First Initiation, but also extends its reach
through the Wisdom Plane, Psychic Realm, and the Abstract Mind
Plane. We will detail these other aspects of ministry.

On Divine Advent in Judeo-Christian Religion
While the idea of a Messiah is slightly different in Judaism than in
Christianity—a warrior king who will destroy the enemies of the Jews
versus an incarnation of Divine Love and Grace—the expectation that
Someone filled with Divine Power will come to the earth and will be
recognized by the faithful as the fulfillment of their fervent desire is
nearly universal.
Given that some live their lives as if that this Advent will occur
soon, and they will meet this fervently expected One while they live,
the exploration of this topic is timely. So we will seek to shed some
Light on what an Advent might entail—and there are several scenarios.
Miraculous Appearance – in this vision of the Advent, the
Messiah will appear in the sky, appearing from Heaven, where He
now dwells.
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Reincarnation – in this scenario, the Savior will take another
birth, grow up as a child, and then, in the prime of his physical
and intellectual powers as an adult, will reveal His Presence to
the world.
Immortal Body – this view holds that the Master has attained an
immortal or deathless body; that he is now in the world in a
secret location; and as conditions become right, will reveal that
He is present with us.
Inner Advent – this perspective suggests that since the Master
achieved a state of Mastery beyond any necessity to be reborn,
the real Advent occurs within the human heart (e.g., Moon Soul
nucleus of identity) when the Master sends the Holy Spirit, and
you commune with Him through prayer and inner dialog.
An Inner Relationship (Discipleship) – in this version, to
commune with the Beloved Master, you must unfold your
spiritual potentials to the level where you can receive his direct
thought impress and commune with His radiant guide form
within—to become His disciple. He will not return physically and
doesn’t need to do so—rather, you must journey inward to the
place where you can commune with Him.
Mystic Union with His Consciousness – in these conceptions,
the Master dwells in the Presence of the Divine; through your
inner transformation—via Bija mantra, Kriya Yoga, or opening the
inner channels of the Nada with your spirit, your spiritual
essence journeys to the same state where He is, and you
incarnate that Master Power through your own life.
Ascension – in this belief, the Master has raised His vibration to
a level where He is invisible to you. Through pure living and
specialized spiritual practices you raise your vibration to the level
where you can see Him as He is, and you dwell with Him in that
same state ecstatic state.
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In the first scenario, the Messiah is expected to appear in a glorified
form in the clouds, and will receive the believers into His Presence.
This mass levitation, or Rapture, will purportedly occur over Jerusalem.
We point out that this will cause a major disruption of air
transportation in the Middle East, if it occurs. Moreover, believers with
acrophobia would experience terrible panic attacks if they were
suddenly suspended in the air!
[We note that when the spirit ascends on the third track of the
Nada, one of the first visions that it sees is the presence of the Lord in
the clouds—we wonder if one of Jesus’ early disciples let this secret
out, and modern believers—not understanding this mystery—have
interpreted it in a literal sense.]
The second two perspectives look to the actual physical appearance of the Master, either through reincarnation, or revealing His
immortal form that now dwells covertly upon the earth.
Our main concern with this scenario is that when He makes His
announcement in our modern world, we wonder if he won’t immediately be arrested, and taken in for psychiatric evaluation for paranoid
schizophrenia, because he has declared delusional beliefs about being
the Messiah.
We also question whether the faithful would universally accept Him,
as there are so many disparate conceptions of what the Messiah would
be like and what He would do—for if He didn’t look like what believers
expect, they would reject Him. So the Messiah might come and go,
and many of his ardent believers would miss Him because they were
looking for someone else.
[Many Christians believe that Jews missed Jesus through this
conceptual filtering, because they were looking for their warrior king
to vanquish the Romans, instead of recognizing Jesus as the Messiah,
who was prophesied in their scriptures.]
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The fourth vision states that the second coming of the Messiah is in
response to the faith and prayers of the believer, who communes with
the Master in an inner relationship of love and intimate dialog—and
this relationship lasts during life, and continues after death.
This viewpoint does not require the believer to levitate, nor is any
physical presentation of the Savior required—the tendril of your faith
extended to the Lord allows this communion to be established and
maintained through all of the vicissitudes of life.
This scenario is one in which we can envision the ministry of the
Holy Spirit bringing the Master’s Grace to where believers “dwell in
being”—teaching, guiding, and communing with them, where they are.
This suggests that there will be a different teaching given, depending
on where the believer dwells—and as we shall see—this gives rise to
wide variety of contexts where the Holy Spirit carries the Master’s love,
wisdom, and power.
The next three perspectives require you to go where the Master
dwells to commune with Him, as He is. In these viewpoints, you transform your spiritual essence to the point where you can commune with
the Master, become one with the Master, or raise your vibration to the
point where you are on the same Plane with the Master.
We teach these transformational methods in the Mudrashram®
Master Course in Meditation and the Accelerated Meditation Program.
So, if you want to go to the levels where you can encounter Moses or
Jesus, as they dwell on the higher Planes, you can learn these methods
from us.

Receiving the Holy Spirit
The Holy Spirit, in the Judeo-Christian perspective, dwells at the
very entrance to the abode of the saints in the First Mesoteric Initiation. Saints and other Initiates, who dwell in this inner circle of the
presence of God, have the ability to send the Holy Spirit to others
through this universal vortex—which some have called the Holy
Ghost—through attunement.
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We note that this ministering Power of God can be viewed in
different contexts across the Seven Rays, so it has come to be
identified with various spiritual agencies.
Ray

Spiritual Agency

What It Does

1

The Divine Will

Directs the action of the Masters of the
Hierarchy—the inmost ones, or Elohim

2

The Maha Chohan

Coordinates the activity of the seven Chohans
on each of the Seven Rays

3

The Third Person of the
Trinity

Carries out the ministry of the Father and the
Son in Creation

4

The Mother Power of
God

The Divine Feminine ministers to those who are
in Creation though love and wisdom

5

The Vortex of the Holy
Ghost

Those who dwell beyond this vortex have the
power to anchor this Divine Light in the
receptacle of the Moon Soul through attunement

The Paraclete or
Comforter

This holy energy, sent from Jesus, bestows
emotional and physical healing [NB, any
member of the Hierarchy of Light can send this
energy, as can many of their disciples, who have
been trained in this ministry]

Metatron

This mighty angelic being coordinates the
ministry of the Light in the angelic kingdom via
the seven Archangels, who transmit the Light
through the Seven Rays

6

7

As this energy of the Holy Spirit passes beyond this Inner Circle of
the Presence of God from its apparent Source—as you might behold it
from the perspective of your Soul’s Ray—it ministers through eight
spheres:
1. The inner altar of the Moon Soul, processing the twelve
“offerings to the Holy Spirit”
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2. The Spirit of understanding and wisdom on the Wisdom Plane
3. The Spirit of forgiveness on the Wisdom Plane
4. The form of the angelic guide emanating from the Presence of
the Father Mother God encountered on the Psychic Guide
Subplane of the Psychic Realm
5. The Star Being’s “power of DNA activation” on the Pleiadean
Vortex Subplane of the Psychic Realm
6. The ministry to the spirits of the dead and the living on the
Heavenly Realms Subplane of the Psychic Realm from the
Presence of God on this Subplane
7. The activation of psychic powers [AKA Gifts of the Spirit] on the
Psychic Powers Subplane of the Psychic Realm
8. The ministry to those on the Abstract Mind Plane through the
Spirit at the top of the Universal Mind Subplane
Individuals who commune with God on each of these levels—as He,
She, or It can be known there—receive their response from the Divine
through the ministry of the Holy Spirit.
We will briefly survey each of these contexts of ministry of the Holy
Spirit to familiarize you with them.
The first context is that of the ministry of the Holy Spirit to the
Moon Soul. Here it dwells as a “flame upon the sacred altar,” and
accepts the twelve offerings of the human heart. We excerpt from one
of our previous webinars, where we first described these twelve types
of offerings to the Holy Spirit, and their correspondences to the signs
of the zodiac.
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The Twelve Offerings to the Holy Spirit
“The Bible mentions twelve kinds of offerings, which represent
repentance, personal dedication to God, and expressions of worship
and gratitude for the Divine. These are charted below:”
Animal

Meaning

Sign

1

Sheep, lamb (baby), or ram
(male)

Forgiveness of sins
committed in
ignorance (omission)

2

Bull (male), ox (castrated
male), or calf (baby)

Forgiveness of sins
committed willfully
(commission)

Taurus

3

Frankincense or incense (burnt
offerings)

Consecration of the
mind; creating a
sacred atmosphere

Gemini

4

Turtle dove or pigeon

Consecration of the
heart, Devotion

Cancer

5

Offering of life for the service
of God

Consecration of life

Leo

6

Money or tithe

Dedication of wealth
to the service of God

Virgo

7

Offering of the first fruits of
the harvest

Dedication of labor to
God

Libra

8

Drink offering, or wine

Sublimation of
hormonal essences

Aries

Scorpio
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Animal
9

10

11

12

Meaning

Sign

Song, praise, or thanksgiving

Gratitude

Sagittarius

Goats

Forgiveness of the sins
of the ruler, asking for
blessings for the
welfare of the
community

Capricorn

Anointing with oil

Commission for
spiritual or religious
office, or empowerment
as a king or leader

Aquarius

Unleavened bread, fine flour,
or loaves and fishes

Placing the attention
upon the Moon Soul,
union with the vesica
piscis

Pisces

“The complete work of union with the Moon Soul (sanctification) is
achieved through connecting these twelve pathways of evocation…”
You activate this ministerial nexus of the Holy Spirit, as it dwells
upon this inner altar, when you pray for forgiveness, and on behalf of
others; when you dedicate your actions, your labor, and your wealth to
the work of God; when you consecrate yourself to serve God, when
you praise or worship God, or when you meditate upon the Moon Soul.
This is the context in which many of the religious sects, who draw
their inspiration from the First Exoteric Initiation, operate. The
objective of their evocation is to draw down the Holy Spirit into this
receptacle of the Moon Soul.
When you meditate the ministry of the Holy Spirit through
understanding and wisdom, the context is changed to gathering
wisdom, and understanding of others. We excerpt from the
Mudrashram® Correspondence Course to shed light on this aspect of
spiritual development.
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The Understanding Subplane
Excerpted from the Mudrashram® Correspondence Course

“When the Soul enters the Understanding Subplane, it begins to see
the true motivations for behavior and attitude, the factors that lead to
success and failure, freedom and bondage. The seven nodal points on
this Subplane reveal the following new understandings that arise.”
1.

Understanding why your ego reacts the way it does

2.

Understanding your own motivations, and those of others,
in intimate and romantic relationships

3.

Understanding professional and economic relationships,
how social roles shape the behavior of employees and
employers

4.

Understanding why some are led to charity, service, and
goodwill, while others choose greed, exploitation and
enmity

5.

Understanding why some excel in study, in mastery of
knowledge and talents and why others fail

6.

Understanding why some people are connected with their
Soul's life and express its gifts, and why others are cut off
from its light

7.

Understanding that success, fulfillment, and inner freedom
are possible.

By using the abilities of the Wisdom Plane
 To review the experiences of present and past lives
 To dissolve negative karmic seeds and controlling subsequent
creations
 To live in harmony with the karmic law
 To develop forgiveness, compassion, and understanding
Success, fulfillment, and inner freedom can be achieved.
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Meditating on Understanding

“Move your attention up to the seventh nodal point of this
Subplane. As your awareness opens, you will begin to become aware
of the motivations and choices that you and other people make that
influence their serenity, success, and spirituality.”
“From this vantage point you will not surmise, you will not theorize
why certain events have occurred in your life and the lives of others—
here you will discern and know the true causes for your happiness or
misery, your triumph or despair.”
As the Holy Spirit operates through this center, it reveals these
truths, and your Soul gains understanding. This is the context through
which the wisdom teachings, described in the Bible chapters of
Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, are disseminated.
The Forgiveness ministry of the Holy Spirit operates through the
Forgiveness Subplane of the Wisdom Plane. We again quote from the
Mudrashram® Correspondence Course to elucidate the work on this
band of the Great Continuum of Consciousness.

The Forgiveness Subplane
Excerpted from the Mudrashram® Correspondence Course

“When the Soul enters the Forgiveness Subplane, it realizes that
much of the karmic bondage that creates relationship tensions and
misery between people, in communities and among nations, is
founded upon resentments, unfulfilled expectations, and broken
promises between people.”
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“Resentment breeds vindictiveness, jealousy, the desire for
revenge, and hatred. It gives rise to cruelty, violence, and war.”
“Unfulfilled expectations lead to disappointment, hurt, and
mistrust of others. They contribute to attitudes of suspicion,
judgment, and criticism of others.”
“Broken promises evoke betrayal, anger, and despair. They lead
to the breaking apart of relationships, of communities and of
nations, for these agreements form the foundation of the social
contract of values that allow people to interact amicably and
equitably.”
“The seven nodal points of this Subplane deal with expressing
forgiveness. These issues are dredged up from the present and past
lives, reviewed, processed, and released.
The following themes
appear for each of these nodal points:”
(1) Forgiving physical injury, neglect, and abuse from others
(2) Forgiving heartbreak and betrayal, and sexual infidelity
(3) Forgiving theft, deceit and fraud, which resulted in personal
financial loss; or job termination, which brought loss of
livelihood
(4) Forgiving betrayal by agents of a political or religious
organization, e.g., betrayal by kings and priests
(5) Forgiving yourself for missing an opportunity to serve others,
to express your Soul’s gifts, to refine and develop your
talents, and to make spiritual progress.
(6) Forgiving yourself for having poor judgment, incorrect
intuition, for creating misery for yourself by unwise choices,
and for setting up karmic causes in past lives that have
brought forth unhappy conditions in this life
(7) Forgiving yourself for your own blindness and ignorance by
which you have wrought great suffering for yourself and
others; feeling compassion for yourself and others
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Meditating upon Forgiveness
“Bring your attention up to the seventh nodal point on this
Subplane. Hold your attention one-pointedly on this center, and your
awareness will begin to awaken.”
“You will begin to review the issues of your current and past lives,
and spontaneously you will begin to process and release these
powerfully poignant emotional issues.
Then you will feel the
upwelling of forgiveness and compassion, washing them away.”
“You will need to keep facial tissue at hand because this material
will evoke weeping from even the stoniest of hearts; weeping will
cleanse your heart and release much pain and the sense of burden you
may have been carrying for many years.”
The invocation of the Holy Spirit to indwell this center animates the
groups that do forgiveness work, including those groups that are
based on A Course in Miracles teachings.

The Angelic Ministry of the Holy Spirit
The angelic ministry of the Holy Spirit operates on the highest
Subplane of the Psychic Realm. Here the Light embodies through the
forms of angels, where it provides guidance, teaching, healing, and
purification to those in attunement. This ministry focuses the Light of
the Mother Father God at the top of the Psychic Realm in seven ways:
1. Attunement with the colored seed atom on the Psychic Guide
Subplane
2. Channeling intuitive guidance through the thalamic or brow
center—this is the guidance ministry of the Holy Spirit
3. Communicating the guidance of the angels as speech through
the throat center—this is the teaching ministry of the Holy
Spirit
4. Radiating Divine Love into the heart center—this is the
emotional healing ministry of the Holy Spirit
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5. Inspiring virtue through the solar plexus center—this is the
correcting and purifying ministry of the Holy Spirit
6. Sending the healing stream of life force through the navel
center—this is the etheric healing ministry of the Holy Spirit
7. Activating the power of manifestation through the center at
the base of the spine—this is the miracle working power of the
Holy Spirit
Those who are clairvoyant will see the Light of the Holy Spirit
channeling through the forms of angels or spiritual guides that can be
visualized on this Subplane.

Ministry on the Pleiadean Vortex Subplane
We admit that ministry on this level is somewhat odd, but it is real
and compelling to those who dwell here. What the Light does here is
twofold: (1) it purifies strands of [what is described by those who
dwell here as] “DNA,” and it (2) transforms a form that dwells on this
Subplane to a higher vibrational frequency, until you become a
conscious star being. [This is where you practice your alien voice, and
say, “Don’t tell anyone…it’s our secret. Actually, I am a space alien!”]
It appears there are seven major strands of “DNA” that can be
visualized here, though some multiply this to 24 strands…56
strands…108 strands…competing with those who dwell here to see
who can purify the most strands and reach the highest vibrational
frequency.
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In our meditations on this realm, we have verified seven strands,
and these appear to correspond as follows:
Strand

Stage of
Evolution

Features

1

Proto-human or
Hominid

This comprises your primitive animal or carnal
nature, governed by the reptilian and mammalian
brain structures.

2

Modern human,
Homo sapiens

This imparts the three-dimensional, linear, rational,
empirical worldview, which is governed by the
neocortex.

3

Astral body
activation

This activation awakens your astral body, and
enables you to travel in the astral body, to do
remote viewing, to use your astral senses, and to
powerfully augment your faculty of imagination.

4

Spiritual heart
activation

This activation awakens your spirit, bringing out
your spirit’s innate love, devotion, dedication,
enthusiasm, courage, and faith.

5

Activation of the
Soul’s Thought

This activation awakens the wave of the present time
on the Akashic Records, which awakens your
intuition, gives you remembrance of your past lives,
and allows you to begin consciously processing and
releasing your issues.

6

Activation of your
psychic vehicle

This activation awakens your psychic abilities, and
enables you to “read” others, and begin to do
healing and channeling.

7

Activation of the
form of your “Star
Being”

This connects you with the Light, and if you are
chosen to be a minister of the Light at this level, you
will be able to make these attunements and turn
others into Star Beings like yourself.

Those who work on the Pleiadean Vortex Subplane embrace this
spiritual ministry, and seek to activate your “DNA” and raise your
vibration and your consciousness. The UFO groups use this ministry.
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Ministry on the Heavenly Realms Subplane
This type of ministry views others as a spiritual essence, or spirit.
The ministry at this level appears to emanate from the Presence of
God on this Subplane. The Spiritualist Church and the Mormon Faith
appear to tap into the Divine on this Subplane. Ministry of the Holy
Spirit through this vortex can take the following forms:
1. Guiding the spirit through the channels of the Nada
2. Giving counsel to the spirit about the issues of life—inspiring
faith, hope, love, courage, dedication, perseverance despite
obstacles, and enthusiasm
3. Purification of the spirit’s astral aura
4. Linking with and channeling a spiritual entity
5. Activating the senses of the spirit, awakening heart sight and
heart hearing
6. Correction and chastisement
7. Bringing remembrance of the nature of the spirit; the rebirth
of innocence

The Gifts of the Spirit: the Activation of Psychic Powers
In Charismatic and Evangelical sects of Christianity that invoke the
Holy Spirit to grant them the gifts of the Spirit, we see a concurrent
activation of the vehicle on the Psychic Powers Subplane. This
“inspired demonstration” of their faith appears to activate the Christ
Child center and this vehicle on the Psychic Realm. Twelve powers
appear to come through this corridor:
1. Activation of the cord of faith
2. Word of knowledge (the spontaneous glimpsing of incidents
from other people’s lives—past, present, and future)
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3. Word of counsel (the ability to receive the intuitive impress of
the Holy Spirit; some individuals are able to communicate this
verbally as preaching)
4. The word of prophecy (the ability to channel the Holy Spirit as
the voice of the Divine, “thus sayeth the Lord”)
5. Speaking in an unknown tongue, the tongues of men and
angels (called glossolalia, this gift appears to give a voice to
the unconscious band of the mind as quasi-mantramic
syllables)
6. The gift of healing
7. The knowledge of the body’s state of health or illness
8. The discernment of spirits (this ability allows you to
clairvoyantly see spiritual beings, astral bodies, and the
embedded thought forms in the unconscious mind of others)
9. Knowledge of the future (the ability to discern future events by
an intuitive sensing of the movement of stars and the signs of
Nature)
10. The word of wisdom, knowledge of the causes of human sin
and misery
11. The ability to dissolve or remove a negative condition or
behavior (deliverance)
12. The ability to create a desired condition (the power of
miracles)

Ministry on the Universal Mind Subplane
Excerpted from the Mudrashram® Correspondence Course

“The Universal Mind contains the original Laws of Creation for the
Abstract Mind Plane. The seeds that you anchor in the creative matrix
of the Abstract Mind Plane need to be in harmony with these laws to
create happiness, wealth, blessings, and joy.”
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“If you anchor destructive seeds in this matrix, you reap misery,
illness, misfortune and pain. On this Subplane, you review the seeds
you have sown, and determine what they have brought you in your
life. You then bring your affirmations in line with the Laws of
Creation. There are 12 Laws, corresponding to the 12 nodal points on
this Subplane:
1. The Law of Prosperity and Abundance - the state of having the
resources to be fulfilled
2. The Law of Love - grants affinity and harmony with others in
your relationships
3. The Law of Kindness - doing action that improves the lives
and welfare of others
4. The Law of Forgiveness - releasing resentments, expectations
and judgments about others and letting them go free
5. The Law of Justice - you are responsible for what you create:
what you sow, that shall you reap
6. The Law of Peace - promotes healing by giving rest to the
heart, calming the emotions and restoring the body to a state
of relaxation and lowered stress
7. The Law of Wholeness - Universal Mind pictures all body
organs and systems as functioning perfectly.
When the
attention is held one-pointedly in this vision, life force flows
to produce healing
8. The Law of Victory - grants the power to overcome apparent
obstacles and to achieve success
9. The Law of Freedom - the power to liberate yourself from
emotional burdens, physical and mental limitations, negative
conditions, and exploitive and oppressive people, economic
and political systems—the power to rise above your
surroundings.
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10. The Law of Power - the Creative Word that manifests all
seeds planted in the matrix of the Abstract Mind. This power
activates affirmations.
11. The Law of Thought - this is the expression of the Universal
Mind as Divine Thought. This sends forth seven rays into
Creation, animating the seven Subplanes.
These rays are as follows:
1st Ray

Demiurgic Subplane

2nd Ray

Universal Mind Subplane

3rd Ray

Temple of Philosophy Subplane

4th Ray

Temple of Art Subplane

5th Ray

Temple of Science Subplane

6th Ray

Akashic Aether Subplane

7th Ray

Body-mind Programming Subplane

12. The Law of Attunement - this is the Source of the
apperceptive atom of the Abstract Mind Plane. This attunement proceeds from the Father, or Infinite Mind. It radiates
through the Son, or Law of Thought, which gives rise to the
seven rays. It pours out as the Holy Spirit, or Law of Power,
which activates the creative affirmations of the apperceptive
atom within its respective Subplane of the Abstract Mind
Plane.
Those groups that are anchored on the Universal Mind Subplane of
the Abstract Mind Plane—such as Religious Science, Science of Mind,
Unity, and Christian Science—invoke the Light of the Holy Spirit at this
level, asking it to empower their affirmations and to manifest what
they visualize. The Light of the Holy Spirit is their connection with the
Source that they view upon this spiritual horizon.
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Thank you for attending our webinar today!
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